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Abstract—Scene matching is used in the vision based auto-
mated navigation error correction technique in the absence of
global positioning systems for unmanned aerial vehicles. When
knowledge of landmarks in the scene is known a priori, the
scene matching can be carried out in a more accurate and
efficient way by considering a landmarks-only matching process.
In this paper, we present two landmark selection algorithms
where knowledge of landmarks in an aerial image is represented
by color histograms which can be computed in advance. In
landmark selection, one method treats the landmark selection
as a population sampling problem and searches the population
of a given landmark over the image via a Kullback Leibler type
divergence measure. The other method computes the probability
that an image point originates from a landmark and this
probability is approximately calculated via the color histogram of
the landmark. The performance of the two proposed algorithms
is compared in a landmark detection scenario along with the
selection results from a SUN saliency model trained using the
landmark data as well. Experimental results show that the
proposed algorithms are simple but effective for the landmark
selection task.

Index Terms—Landmark Selection; Color Histogram; Popula-
tion Sampling; Likelihood; Scene Matching; UAV.

I. INTRODUCTION

Navigation technology plays an important role for un-
manned aerial vehicle (UAV) operations. An advanced nav-
igation system is able to provide the capability for an UAV to
perform complex missions in a reliable way. Fig. 1 illustrate
the diagram of a vision based navigation error correction
(NEC) system, where scene matching navigation is considered
to be a useful complement to inertial navigation systems (INS)
and global positioning systems (GPS) as part of an integrated
UAV navigational system [1].

Under some basic assumptions, several image matching
techniques were investigated in [2] where matching probabil-
ities were calculated to measure the algorithm performance.
The area suitability issue for scene matching was first dis-
cussed in [3], with subsequent treatments of the problem in
many other papers including [4–6].

The use of landmarks for scene matching offers the potential
of significantly improved performance in both accuracy and
efficiency. Obviously, landmark selection is a very impor-

Fig. 1: Illustration of a Vision based Navigation Error Correction System.

tant issue for scene matching. As a primary step for vision
navigation, the quality of landmarks selected influences the
effectiveness and reliability of autonomous navigation.

In [7], potential landmark selection methods to aid UAV
navigation are categorized into two types: image correlation
methods, and comprehensive feature evaluation methods. The
former do not often fit well with realistic situations, and
parameters in the model are difficult to estimate. As a result,
the image correlation approach is not always reliable [8]. The
comprehensive feature evaluation method determines suitable
matches by constructing appropriate statistical models between
image features and matching assessment indexes. This genre
of methods typically requires a large amount of data and a suit-
able threshold model. The latter usually needs more time cost
[9]. Another key issue with this method is that the principle
factors that influence matching suitability (including landscape
features, imaging differences, performance requirements for
scene matching and so on) are statistically interdependent. The
effect of these issues is to produce contradictory matches [10–
12]. Both of the method categories discussed above, therefore,
suffer from drawbacks.

For scene matching with natural aerial images, roads, high-



ways, conspicuous buildings, rivers are usually considered as
key landmarks because they are time-invariant. On the other
hand, natural features such as grass, forest, and man-made
features such as car parks (because of the uncertainty of oc-
cupants) produce time varying details and are not appropriate
to be selected for scene matching. Selection of a reduced
collection of landmarks from two overlapping aerial images,
rather than the use of the entire overlap regions will allow
more efficient and robust scene matching [13]. As we have
indicated, this approach will require less computational power,
and this is a key motivation of this work.

In this work, we consider all sports fields, buildings, roads
and rivers in an aerial image as the landmarks to be selected for
scene matching. In order to allow for image transformations
such as rotations and scaling, it is important that a statistic
is extracted which is invariant to these transformations. Here
we choose to use the color histogram as that statistic. We
assume that training data has been used to acquire such
histograms from a range of scenes. In this context, the color
histogram is based on the three component, R,G,B channels,
thus providing a four dimensional “image feature” space [14–
16]. A collection of sample images (training data sets) is
assumed to be available and used to compute template color
histograms in advance. Two approaches for landmark selection
using color histogram of landmarks are proposed in this
paper. One method treats landmark selection as a population
sampling problem and searches the color population of a
given landmark over the image via a probabilistic distance
measure. The other method computes the probability that an
image point originates from a landmark and approximates it
by the probability that its color intensity is drawn from the
landmark distribution represented by the color histogram of the
landmark. Performance of these two methods are measured via
the Receiver Operating Characteristic analysis (ROC) analysis
and compared with the landmark selection method based on
SUN model [17].

Following the introduction, the main idea of the landmark
selection for scene matching with knowledge of color his-
togram is described in Section II. The two landmark selection
methods based on the color histogram of landmarks are
presented in Section III, where landmark selection based on
the SUN saliency model is also described. Experimental results
and some discussions are shown in Section IV. Conclusions
are drawn in Section V.

II. MAIN IDEA

In a vision based UAV navigation scenario, the geo-
referenced images on a flight path are pre-stored in a database
and are subsequently used to register with those aerial im-
ages taken by an on-board camera on the flight path. Scene
matching is performed between the aerial image captured by
UAV and the corresponding geo-referenced image to obtain
the location and attitude of the UAV. The methodology used
for scene matching between the two images plays an important
role in the following ways. Firstly, the scene-matching method

must be as accurate as possible to minimize potential errors in
NEC. Secondly, a high NEC refresh rate enables the navigation
system to improve the UAV controllability and maneuver
capability. The scene-matching method needs to be compu-
tationally efficient to enable the NEC to be carried out in real
time by the on-board computer. A multi-area scene matching
approach using only pre-acquired and localized landmarks
can improve registration accuracy and speed up the process
compared with the case where entire images are used [13]. As
a consequence, a landmark selection procedure is required,
which has a great impact on the scene matching performance
in terms of precision and efficiency. Usually, this is done on
the geo-referenced images. However, it is possible to improve
the UAV localization accuracy if landmark selection can be
done on the sensed aerial images followed by a multi-area
scene matching on the selected landmarks to determine the
UAV location and attitude error [13].

As mentioned earlier, we consider sports fields, conspicuous
buildings, roads and rivers as landmarks in this work and we
assume that the collection of images on these landmarks is
available. In Fig. 2 we illustrate the main idea of landmark se-
lection. A training set of N images ITraining = {I1, I2, . . . , IN}
for each type of landmarks is obtained. The signatures of
the landmarks are represented using the color histograms,
denoted by HITraining , which are calculated from these images.
An approximate probability density function (PDF) ptr for
these landmarks is obtained by simply normalizing the color
histograms.

Two methods are proposed for selecting the landmarks
from a given aerial image based on the color histogram of
landmarks. In the first method (highlighted in red in Fig.
2), the color histogram of a landmark image is treated as a
“landmark population density”. The landmark population at
a pixel on the aerial image is estimated by comparing the
population densities between the landmark population density
and the one associated to the pixel on the aerial image. The
latter is approximated by the color histogram of a patch
window centered at the pixel under a similar total sample
size. Similarity of two population densities is measured by
a divergence criterion and selection of a landmark is based on
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Fig. 2: Illustration of Landmark Selection Idea.



this similarity. In the second method (highlighted in brown in
Fig. 2), the color histogram of a landmark image is deemed
as the color intensity PDF of the landmark. We calculate the
probability of landmark for every pixel based on the color
histogram of a given landmark. The difference between the
two methods is that each pixel of the sensed aerial image
has associated with a population density of the same sample
size in the first method, while in the second method all
color intensities in the aerial image are drawn from the given
landmark PDF with a probability.

A detection process is conducted to estimate landmarks
from the aerial image based on the outcomes of landmark
selection. We view the map of landmark population, the out-
come of the first method or the map of landmark probability,
the outcome of the second method as noisy measurements.
They along with any other method of matching will result
in both false matches and missed matches. Thresholds will
enable tuning between these two kinds of errors. Effectively a
hypothesis test (detection procedure) needs to be carried out to
find appropriate landmarks to match from the maps as shown
in Fig. 2 (in black). Due to space limitation, this part of work
will be discussed elsewhere.

III. LANDMARK SELECTION METHODS

A. Landmark Color Histogram

As spatial information about landmarks is unavailable, the
color histogram is chosen as a useful feature for categorization.
The color histogram of a landmark may be thought as the
color population of the landmark, or landmark probability
distribution over the color space. With no particular reason, we
choose to use the RGB color space in this work. When dealing
with color images, a color histogram may capture more image
features than that from a gray scale histogram though neither
of them has spatial information. The number of bins per color
component is set as L = 32 in this work. This will provide
the capacity of a 4D matrix over a space of 32× 32× 32×n
(R, G, B, number of pixels) values to describe a landmark in
the aerial image.

Fig. 3(b) illustrates the color histogram of the image shown
in Fig. 3(a), which is plotted in the 32× 32× 32 RGB space,
where the counts of the pixels for each possible combination
of R, G and B values are represented in color.

(a) Original Input Image (b) Color Histogram

Fig. 3: Color Histogram

In this work, the sports fields, buildings, roads and rivers are
considered as the landmarks of interest and the color histogram
for each of them is computed in advance using the given
landmark training sets obtained from aerial images.

A color histogram may be defined by the set

H = {n1, n2, · · · , nc, · · · , nC} (1)

where, C = L3 is the number of possible combinations of
R, G and B values in this histogram, and nc is the number
of pixels that belong to the cth combination of R, G and B
values. Assuming that the total number of pixels in the image
is M , we have

C∑

c=1

nc = M (2)

B. Landmark Selection Based on Population Sampling

In this approach, the histogram of a landmark is regarded
as the landmark population under a given sample size and the
underlying landmark selection can be thought as a population
divergence between the landmark and the one at every pixel
of the on-board aerial image under the same sample size.

The color population at a pixel on the test image is defined
by the color histogram over a patch window centered at this
pixel with the same sample size as that of the landmark
population. By sliding the patch window over the test image,
we obtain a color population map of the test image represented
by the set of color histograms

HITesting = {Hw
ITesting

}Vw=1 (3)

where, V is the total number of patches in test image.
A probabilistic divergence measure is used to measure the

population similarity between the landmark HITraining and the
one Hw

ITesting
on the test image for each patch in the test

image. In this work, the Kullback-Leibler Divergence (KLD)
[18], Symmetric Kullback-Leibler Divergence (SKLD) [19]
and Jensen-Shannon Divergence (JSD) [20] are considered.
The landmark selection result is represented by the calculated
population divergence map. Population densities are used to
calculate a divergence. Therefore, the landmark population
density is approximated by the color histogram weighted by
the total number of pixels in the training set M ,

ptr ≈ 1

M
HITraining . (4)

Similarly, the population distribution of the wth patch of size
s× t in the test image is approximated by

pwte ≈ 1

s× t
Hw

ITesting
(5)

The above three divergences are then calculated as follows

DKLD(ptr, p
w
te ) =

C∑

i=1

ptr(i)log
ptr(i)

pwte(i)
(6)

DSKLD(ptr, p
w
te ) =

DKLD(ptr, p
w
te ) +DKLD(p

w
te , ptr))

2
(7)



DJSD(ptr, p
w
te ) =

DKLD(ptr, Q) +DKLD(p
w
te , Q)

2
(8)

where, Q =
ptr+pw

te
2 .

The calculated divergence at wth pixel over the test image
ITesting is normalized by

d(ptr, p
w
te ) =

D(ptr, p
w
te )−Dmin

Dmax −Dmin
(9)

where

Dmin
Δ
= min

k∈[1,...,V ]
D(ptr, p

k
te),

Dmax
Δ
= max

h∈[1,...,V ]
D(ptr, p

h
te).

Finally, the population similarity between ptr and pwte at the
wth pixel is given by

S(ptr, p
w
te ) = 1− d(ptr, p

w
te ) (10)

Hence, the selection result is provided by the population
similarity measures over the test image.

C. Landmark Selection Based on Likelihood

A landmark color histogram may be approximated as the
color intensity PDF of the landmark on the aerial image RGB
space. Let the size of the test image be S × T and Ii,j =
[r, g, b]T, i = 1, · · · , S, j = 1, · · · , T be the color intensity
at the (i, j)th pixel. The likelihood that Ii,j originates from the
landmark intensity distribution B is given by the conditional
PDF p(Ii,j |B) which is approximated by the normalized color
histogram of landmark (4). By Bayes rule, it is straightforward
to calculate the probability of landmark P (Ii,j ∈ B) for each
pixel (i, j) on a given test image and it is proportional to the
likelihood; that is,

P (Ii,j ∈ B) ∝ p(Ii,j |B) (11)

Therefore, we can obtain a probability map from the test
image for the underlying landmark selection. The landmark
on the map can then be estimated under a given criterion,
for example, the Maximum Likelihood Estimation criterion
(MLE) with a suitable threshold.

While the ability to characterize the feature of a landmark
image is improved by using the color histogram technique, the
spatial information of the landmark is not preserved. Taking
spatial information of landmarks into account will certainly
lead to a better landmark characterization. In this work, the
spatial information of given landmarks in common must be
isotropic. Thus, we compute the average color histogram over
the neighborhood of a pixel (i, j) and use it as the spatial
information of that pixel (i, j), i ∈ [1, . . . , S], j ∈ [1, . . . , T ].

Let Ir(i, j) represent the average color of the neighboring
pixels centered at (i, j). The likelihood that Ir(i, j) is orig-
inated/drawn from the landmark intensity distribution B is
given by the conditional PDF p(Ir|B) which is approximated

by the normalized color histogram of landmark by neighbor-
averaging. The likelihood of landmark now is the joint condi-
tional PDF p(Ii,j , Ir|B) and the probability of a landmark of
intensity B on a test image is proportional to it, i.e., (11) can
be written as

P (Ii,j ∈ B) ∝ p(Ii,j , Ir|B) = p(Ii,j |B)p(Ir|B) (12)

In the experimental examples, (12) is used to calculate the
landmark probability map.

D. Landmark Selection Based on SUN Saliency Model

The SUN saliency model proposed in [17] is used for
landmark selection in this work to provide a performance
comparison with our landmark selection methods. In the SUN
saliency model, the visual system is assumed to actively
estimate the probability of a target at every location given
the visual features observed and this probability defines the
level of visual saliency. In principle, the SUN saliency model
utilizes the statistics of natural scenes as prior information
with the intuition that if targets are observed less frequently
than background during a long time, rare features are more
likely to indicate the targets. The saliency is computed in a
Bayesian framework by mapping the test image into a saliency
map using the basis function trained with training image sets
via the Independent Component Analysis (ICA) method.

In the previous work in [7, 21–23], the effectiveness of
vision navigation using the saliency model, especially, for
landmark selection was investigated with some degree of suc-
cess. To train the SUN saliency model for landmark selection,
four data sets of maps without roads, sports fields, buildings or
rivers are used. According to [17], the testing results using the
ICA basis functions trained from the four training sets would
identify the roads, sports fields, buildings or rivers in the aerial
images as salient targets respectively since the landmarks are
“hardly” seen by the trained base function. We will use the
performance of this method as an indicator to measure the
performance of the two landmark selection methods proposed
in this paper.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Experiment results are presented in this section to evaluate
the performance of the proposed landmark selection methods.
We acknowledge that all of the aerial images used here,
such as the one in Fig. 4 are taken from Google Earth. The
images of training set are the cutouts of the roads, highways,
conspicuous buildings and rivers from the aerial images using
Adobe Photoshop CS6. The color histograms of landmarks are
obtained from these training images. Some sample images of
these four landmark training sets are showed in Fig. 5 (a),
(b), (c) and (d), respectively. The color histograms HITraining

of the four landmark training sets are presented in Fig. 6.
From these color histograms, we can see that these histograms
are distinguishable from each other. The resolution of the test
image shown in Fig. 4 is 5905 × 5462. In this test image,
all four type of landmarks can be found. All algorithms



Fig. 4: Testing Data

under consideration are implemented in Matlab and run in
identical computational environments and experiment results
are explained below.

A. Landmark Selection Results Based on Population Sampling

The color histogram Hw
ITesting

, w = 1, · · · ,M at the wth pixel
is obtained by sliding a patch window of size 20 × 20 on
the test image. The results of landmarks selection for roads
calculated using different criteria of divergence are shown in
Fig. 7, where the JSD divergence shows the best contrast and is
therefore used in this work. The results of landmarks selection
for roads, sports fields, buildings, rivers based on JSD are
shown in Fig. 8(a), (b), (c) and (d) respectively. These results
indicate that almost all areas of landmarks in the test image are
highlighted, i.e., they have a high population density though
false detections are present.

B. Landmark Selection Results Based on Likelihood

The probability map is computed from testing data accord-
ing to color histograms HITraining of each kind of landmarks
which serve as the likelihood of color intensity in the test
image. The results of landmarks selection are shown in Fig. 9
(a), (b), (c) and (d) respectively. Comparing with those in Fig.
8, the results in Fig. 9 highlighted fewer areas of landmarks
in the testing data but also had less unwanted detections and
noise based on a visual examination.

C. Landmark Selection Results Based on SUN Saliency Model

The images without the presence of landmarks for training
the basis functions for ICA in SUN saliency model are
obtained from Google earth. The trained ICA bases for the four
types of landmarks are shown in Fig. 10. These ICA bases are

(a) Roads

(b) Sports Fields

(c) Buildings

(d) Rivers

Fig. 5: Samples from Training Sets

clearly distinguishable. The results of landmarks selection for
roads, sports fields, buildings, rivers are shown in Fig. 11 (a),
(b), (c) and (d) respectively. By visual inspection, the saliency
method yielded poor results.

D. Performance Measure via ROC

We visually checked the selection performance of the pro-
posed two methods. To give more insights of these methods,
the ROC curve analysis was carried out for each of methods
under consideration. The ROC curves for different landmark
selection methods are shown in Fig. 12. The area under the
ROC curve for the landmark detections are shown in Table I.



(a) Roads (b) Sports Fields

(c) Buildings (d) Rivers

Fig. 6: Color Histograms of Training Sets

(a) KLD (b) SKLD (c) JSD

Fig. 7: Landmarks Selection for Roads
Based on Population Sampling

(a) Roads (b) Sports Fields

(c) Buildings (d) Rivers

Fig. 8: Selection Results Based on Population Sampling

(a) Roads (b) Sports Fields

(c) Buildings (d) Rivers

Fig. 9: Selection Results Based on Likelihood

(a) Roads (b) Sports Fields

(c) Buildings (d) Rivers

Fig. 10: ICA Bases Trained for Different Landmarks

E. Discussion

From the experimental results, we may summarize the
following observations.

1) A detection procedure is required to estimate the desir-
able landmarks form the result maps in Fig. 9 which are
treated as measurements. This is an ongoing research
and will be presented elsewhere.



(a) Roads (b) Sports Fields

(c) Buildings (d) Rivers

Fig. 11: Landmarks Selection Based on SUN Saliency Model

(a) Roads (b) Sports Fields

(c) Buildings (d) Rivers

Fig. 12: ROC Curves for Different Landmark Selection Methods

2) Based on the experimental results, the proposed “Pop-
ulation sampling” and “Likelihood” algorithms show
promising capability to detect landmarks. But, the re-
sults based on the SUN saliency model are poor and
discouraging. This may be because that the landmarks
have so much in common with the background of the
test image. As a result, landmark detections via the ICA
bases are almost identical.

3) Overall, the ROC curves, and specifically the areas
under the ROC curves indicate that the algorithm of

TABLE I: Area under the ROC Curves

Landmark Sports Fields Buildings Roads Rivers

Population Sampling 0.9204 0.9225 0.7450 0.8964

Likelihood 0.8406 0.7857 0.7164 0.9617

SUN 0.3242 0.8668 0.6370 0.0551

“Population sampling” with JSD divergence measure
has the highest precision though the performance of the
two proposed methods are quite closed. In addition, the
“Likelihood” method has the potential to incorporate
prior information into the estimation framework, and this
idea will be investigated later.

4) The time consumptions for training the color histogram
of landmarks and the ICA basis are listed in Table II. The
actual runtime for the landmark selection from testing
data based on population sampling, likelihood and SUN
saliency model are listed in Table III. At this stage,
the landmark selection algorithm based on population
sampling has the potential to be a real-time algorithm
candidature.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper presents two simple but effective landmark
selection methods that can be used for scene matching in
vision navigation of UAVs. With prior knowledge of landmark
color histograms, a scene matching between an aerial image
and the corresponding geo-referenced image can be carried out
by using the multiple area matching technique over the areas
of landmarks rather using entire images. One method uses
the idea of population sampling and looks for a landmark by
comparing the population distributions between the test image
and the landmark. The other algorithm computes the likelihood
of landmarks measured by the color intensity of the underlying
test image. To evaluate the performance of the proposed
methods, we also present the experiment results performed by
the SUN saliency model and conduct the ROC curve analysis
on the ability of landmark detection. Experimental results
demonstrate the capability and potential to use the proposed
landmark selection methods in scene matching for a vision
based UAV navigation error correction.

TABLE II: Time Consumption for Training (/s)

Landmark Roads Sports Fields Buildings Rivers

Color Histogram 21.169 8.097 3.0262 9.489

ICA basis 720.534 5100.872 4680.115 4920.816

TABLE III: Time Consumption for Testing (/s)

Landmark Roads Sports Fields Buildings Rivers

Population Sampling 63.425 82.519 63.377 65.121

Likelihood 511.554 720.3322 537.107 506.126

SUN 16.193 16.273 15.966 15.917



As a future work, we will introduce a stochastic detection
method to refine the landmark selection results. In addition, we
would like to seek additional performance evaluation indexes
for measuring the performance of object selection.
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